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Abstract1

This study presents the results of a field test of four sampling designs2

for the Portuguese Bottom Trawl Survey. The main objective was to test3

three new proposals and compare their performance with the design in4

use at the moment. We aimed at exploring new spatial configurations and5

possible increases on sample size which could be achieved by e.g. reducing6

the hauling time from 1 hour to 1/2 hour. A secondary objective was to7

propose a new statistical approach to analyze and compare the results8

obtained. We used yield in kg/hour of Hake (Merluccius merluccius) and9

Horse Mackerel (Trachurus trachurus). The analysis was carried out using10

model-based geostatistics to estimate the model parameters and predict11

abundance on the area. The performance statistics, mean abundance, 95th12

percentile, coverage of the prediction confidence interval and a generalized13

cross validation index were computed. The main results showed that the14
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design that perform consistently better should mix a random component15

with a systematic basis. In the case of small designs the best approach16

is to use a random design that covers all the area, somehow mixing both17

characteristics. The methods proposed covered a large area of the bottom18

trawl surveys statistical characteristics and could easily be extended for19

other variables if necessary, constituting a consistent set of tools to analyze20

bottom trawl survey data.21

Key-words: bottom trawl surveys; geostatistics; hake; horse mackerel; sam-22

pling design; field experience.23
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1 Introduction24

Bottom trawl surveys (BTS) have been carried out for a long time mostly fol-25

lowing spatial stratified random designs (e.g. Fogerty, 1985; ICES, 2004b). The26

survey design usually relies on previous knowledge of the target species spatial27

distribution and population structure and on statistical analysis of preliminary28

data (e.g. Ault et al., 1999; Hata and Berkson, 2004) or simulation procedures29

(e.g. Schnute and Haigh, 2003; ICES, 2005b). These results are combined with30

operational issues (trawlable grounds, vessel availability, etc) to define a pro-31

tocol for the BTS. Most surveys use sampling statistics (Cochran, 1960; ICES,32

2004b) to estimate abundance although several analysis were carried out in or-33

der to obtain more precise abundance estimates (e.g. Petrakis et al., 2001; Chen34

et al., 2004; Dingsor, 2005; Dressel and Norcross, 2005; Mendes et al., in press).35

The survey sampling design is often reviewed across the years with the aim of36

improving the estimates of abundance. The most common changes in survey37

designs are related with stratification (e.g. Smith and Gavaris, 1993; Folmer and38

Pennington, 2000), tow duration (e.g. Cerviño and Saborido-Rey, 2006; Wieland39

and Storr-Paulsen, 2006) and technical issues such as gear changes (e.g. Zim-40

mermann et al., 2003; Cooper et al., 2004). However, the choice of the type of41

design is rarely questioned and tests about sampling strategies for bottom trawl42

surveys are seldom reported in the literature.43

Portuguese bottom trawl surveys (ptBTS) have been carried out on the Por-44

tuguese continental waters since June 1979 on board the R/V Noruega, twice a45

year, during Summer and Autumn. The main objectives of these surveys are:46

(i) to estimate indices of abundance and biomass of the most important com-47

mercial species; (ii) to describe the spatial distribution of the most important48

commercial species, (iii) to collect individual biological parameters as maturity,49

sex-ratio, weight, food habits, etc. (SESITS, 1999). The target species are50

hake (Merluccius merluccius), horse mackerel (Trachurus trachurus), mackerel51

(Scomber scombrus), blue whiting (Micromessistius poutassou), megrims (Lep-52
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idorhombus boscii and L. whiffiagonis), monkfish (Lophius budegassa and L.53

piscatorius) and Norway lobster (Nephrops norvegicus). A Norwegian Camp-54

bell Trawl 1800/96 (NCT) with a codend of 20 mm mesh size, mean vertical55

opening of 4.8 m and mean horizontal opening between wings of 15.6 m has been56

used (ICES, 2002). Between 1979 and 1980, a stratified random sampling design57

with 15 strata was adopted grouping for similar depth and geographical areas.58

In 1981 the number of strata was revised to 36. In 1989 the sampling design was59

reviewed and a new stratification was defined using 12 sectors along the Por-60

tuguese continental coast subdivided into 4 depth ranges: 20-100m, 101-200m,61

201-500m and 501-750 m, with a total of 48 strata. Accounting for constraints62

in vessel time, a sample size of 97 locations was adopted, with about 2 locations63

in each stratum. Within each stratum the coordinates of the sampling locations64

were selected nearly randomly, constrained by the historical records of clear tow65

positions and other information about the sea floor. This sampling plan was66

kept fixed over following the years.67

Considering that fish populations have an explicit spatial behavior interacting68

with each other looking for food, reproductive conditions, protection, etc; it is69

natural to assume that the abundance of fish between spatial locations is corre-70

lated. Geostatistics explicitly take into account spatial patterns of the variable71

of interest, by adopting a model that contains a function to explain how the co-72

variance between locations behaves with distance (see e.g. Cressie, 1993; Chiles73

and Delfiner, 1999; Rivoirard et al., 2000; ICES, 2004b). Besides, geostatistical74

principles are widely accepted for modeling fish abundance (Rivoirard et al.,75

2000; ICES, 2004b). Geostatistics are a model-based technique with two main76

advantages in what concerns inference about fish abundance: (i) robustness to77

odd observations, in particular with small data sets; and (ii) flexibility, allow-78

ing the estimation of variance for systematic sampling designs, or to compute79

statistics for which analytical expressions are not available using simulation.80

The major problems with model-based methods is model mis-specification and81

over parametrization. We relied on our experience with bottom trawls surveys82
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(ICES, 2002, 2003, 2004a, 2005a, 2006; Sousa et al., 2005; Mendes et al., in press)83

to provide contextual information to support adoption of a particular class of84

models, and used a two step approach to deal with over parametrization. To85

make inference about the model parameters we chose to use maximum likelihood86

(Diggle et al., 1998) instead of the traditional geostatistics approach(Isaaks and87

Srivastava, 1989; Cressie, 1993). The former provides unique estimates for the88

same data and model, while the last requires an analyst decision about the em-89

pirical semivariogram computation (lag interval, estimator, etc) and can provide90

different estimates depending on those decisions.91

Under these considerations alternative sampling designs should be considered92

such as systematic or more complex sampling designs that combine systematic93

and random strategies. Muller (2001) and Zimmerman (2006) showed that to94

estimate a global mean of a spatial process a regular design is better then a ran-95

dom design, although the latter would be better for estimation of the correlation96

parameters. Jardim and Ribeiro Jr. (2006, submitted) showed that the use of97

sampling statistics in a situation of spatial correlation can underestimate the98

variance, which would be misleading for the assessment of a sampling design.99

Therefore, there is scope and need to test and validate such design proposals on100

the field, constraint by the usual operational conditions.101

The main objective of the present work was to test based on field data and con-102

ditions four different sampling designs for the Autumn Portuguese bottom trawl103

survey, three proposed by Jardim and Ribeiro Jr. (2006, submitted) and the de-104

sign in use at the moment. We aimed at exploring new spatial configurations105

and possible increases on sample size which could be achieved by e.g. reducing106

the hauling time from 1 hour to 1/2 hour. A secondary objective was to propose107

a new statistical approach to analyze and compare the results obtained, which108

combines a set of statistical methods available for the analysis of spatial data.109
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2 Material110

Our work focused on hake (Merluccius merluccius) and horse mackerel (Trachu-111

rus trachurus) due to the relevance of these species for the commercial fisheries.112

The data used were collected during a BTS in July 2001 with the R/V Noruega113

on the southwest of Portugal (Figure 1), in an area between 20m and 500m114

depth, limited on the south by the cape of S.Vicente and on the north by the115

Sines’ Canyon, with 4300km2 and a maximum distance within the area of ap-116

proximately 150km. The information collected consisted of catch in weight (kg)117

by species, geographical location, date, time and haul duration. The protocols118

were the same used for other BTS (ICES, 2002).119

The coordinates were transformed into UTM units and the area swept was120

computed using the haul start and ending positions, to correct for possible121

speed variations during the haul. The variable “yield”was computed in kg/hour122

and allocated to the haul starting coordinates.123

Four sampling designs were tested (Figure 2): the design currently adopted124

for this survey, named “ACTUAL” with 19 locations, distributed following a125

stratified random strategy (ICES, 2002); a systematic design also with 19 lo-126

cations distributed regularly over the sampling area, named “S19”; a design127

that overlapped both previous designs with 36 locations named “R36”; and a128

systematic design also with 36 locations based on S19 and adding a set of loca-129

tions positioned regularly at smaller distances creating 4 denser sampling areas,130

named “S36”. The proposed designs resulted from a pragmatic account of the131

operational constraints, which require clear grounds to perform the haul, and132

historical consistency with the sampling design currently used. A set of loca-133

tions were common between designs due to the way these were constructed. The134

mentioned locations were sampled only once and the observation shared.135
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3 Methods136

3.1 Geostatistical framework137

The data consists of pairs (x, y) with elements (xi, yi) : i = 1, . . . , n, where138

xi denotes the coordinates of each of the n spatial locations within a study139

region A ⊂ R
2 and yi the measurement of the observable study variable at this140

location. We adopt the Box-Cox transformed Gaussian model as presented in141

Christensen et al. (2001) with transformation parameter λ. Denoting by zi the142

transformed values, such that gλ(yi) = zi, the Gaussian model for the vector of143

variables Z can be written as a linear model:144

Z(x) = S(x) + ε (1)

where S(x) is a stationary Gaussian process at locations x, with E[S(x)] = µ,145

V ar[S(x)] = σ2 and an isotropic correlation function ρ(h) = Corr[S(x), S(x′)],146

where h = ‖x− x′‖ is the Euclidean distance between the locations x and x′.147

The terms ε are assumed to be mutually independent and identically distributed148

ε ∼ Gau(0, τ2). For the correlation function ρ(h) we adopt the exponential149

function with algebraic form ρ(h) = exp{−h/φ} where φ is the range parameter150

such that ρ(h) � 0.05 when h = 3φ. Following usual geostatistical jargon151

(Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989) we call σ2
T = τ2 + σ2 the total sill, σ2 the partial152

sill, τ2 the nugget effect and 3φ the practical range. A possible expansion of this153

model is to allow for directional effects by assuming geometric anisotropy which154

implies different rates of decay of the correlation function in different directions155

following an elliptic behavior. This adds two parameters ψ = (ψA,ψR) to the156

model, the anisotropic angle ψA and ratio ψR, which are used to obtain new157

coordinates in a transformed isotropic space given by:158

x
′
= x




cos(ψA) −sin(ψA)

sin(ψA) cos(ψA)







1 0

0 ψ−1
R
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where x are the original spatial coordinates space and x
′
are the corresponding159

coordinates on the transformed isotropic space. The analysis is carried out in160

the isotropic space and afterward the coordinates are back transformed to the161

original space.162

Hereafter we use [·] to denote the distribution of the quantity indicated within163

the brackets. Following the adopted model, [gλ(Y )] ∼ MVGau(µ1,Σ), i.e. [Y ]164

is multivariate trans-Gaussian with expected value µ and covariance matrix Σ165

parametrized by (σ2, φ, τ2). Parameter estimates for such model can be obtained166

by maximizing the log-likelihood given by:167

l(µ, σ2, φ, τ2, λ) = (λ−1)
n∑

i=1

log(yi)−0.5{n log(2π)+log |Σ|+(zi−1)′Σ−1(zi−1)}
(2)

and then used to obtain spatial prediction at any particular location within the168

study area. Likelihood based methods for inference on this class of geostatistical169

models are presented and discussed e.g. by Cressie (1993); Diggle et al. (1998)170

and Diggle and Ribeiro (2006).171

Consider a prediction target T (x0) = g−1
λ (S(x0)), the value of the process in172

the original measurement scale at spatial locations x0. Typically x0 defines a173

grid over the study area. Under the model assumptions, the predictive distribu-174

tion [T |Y ] is multivariate trans-Gaussian and inferences about prediction means,175

variances and other statistics of interest can be derived. Simulations from [T |Y ]176

are obtained by simulating from the multivariate Gaussian [S(x0)|Y ] and back177

transforming the simulated values to the original scale of measurement (Chiles178

and Delfiner, 1999; Diggle and Ribeiro, 2006). These simulations are usually179

called conditional simulations referring to the conditioning on the observed val-180

ues Y . More generally any prediction target can be denoted by a functional181

F(S) for which inferences are obtained by computing the quantity of interest182

for each of the conditional simulations. For instance, the percentage of the area183

where the abundance is above a certain threshold, can be computed by defin-184
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ing a grid of points x0 over the area, simulating the process S(x0) conditional185

on the observations Y , back transforming to the original scale and computing186

the proportion of values above the threshold. Repeating this procedure several187

times will produce an empirical distribution of this quantity, from which we can188

draw inferences.189

3.2 Inference and prediction190

Spatial correlation assumed in spatial models implies there is partial redun-191

dancy on the observed values and reliable parameter estimation usually de-192

mands reasonable amounts of data. Geostatistical methods can easily become193

over parametrized when the data sets are small, which is the case for most of the194

BTS, and it can be difficult to estimate all model parameters (Zhang, 2004). In195

general, parameters like ψ and τ2 are difficult to identify unless a large number of196

observations is available. Therefore, in the analysis reported here we divided the197

parameter estimation in two steps. First the Box-Cox transformation parame-198

ter λ and the anisotropy parameter ψ are investigated using profile likelihoods199

(Diggle and Ribeiro, 2006) and afterward the estimated values are regarded as200

fixed values for subsequent parameter estimation. We started with the trans-201

formation parameter λ, which is approximately orthogonal to the correlation202

parameters (Christensen et al., 2001), and therefore can be estimated from a203

profile likelihood of a model without spatial terms. There is no need to fine tune204

the estimate of this parameter since it is often rounded to a value with some205

natural interpretation such as log, inverse, square-root, etc. For the anisotropy206

parameters we considered the north-south coastal orientation of the study region207

as the direction of greater spatial continuity and fixed the anisotropy angle ψA208

in 0 degrees, azimuthal angle; remaining the anisotropy ratio ψR to be estimated209

from the data. The profile likelihood for ψR is obtained by taking a sequence of210

values for this parameter and, for each one, computing the corresponding values211

of the likelihood, maximized with respect to the remaining model parameters.212

Inferences based on the profile likelihood relies on the asymptotic approxima-213
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tion that twice the differences between log-likelihood values are proportional to214

a χ2
(1).215

Having estimated and fixed these two parameters, we proceeded by computing216

the maximum likelihood estimates for the model parameters using equation 2.217

It is important to note that inference about the model parameters was not our218

aim and was considered an intermediate step to proceed with the abundance219

prediction and conditional simulations. Afterward we used the estimated model220

parameters to compute the kriging predictions on a grid x0 with 1070 locations221

and performed 1000 simulations of the conditional distribution [Y (x0)|Y ], for222

each design.223

3.3 Performance statistics224

The statistics selected to assess for the performance of each sampling design225

were organized in two groups, global and local statistics. The former are taken226

over all the study area to summarize the conditional distribution [Y (x0)|Y ] and227

included the global mean µ, the kth percentile pk, and their variances, σ2
µ and228

σ2
p. The latter are related with measures at locations where data was observed229

summarizing the behavior in each of these locations and included the coverage230

of the prediction confidence interval ξ and a generalized cross validation index231

ε. The global mean and its variance were computed using analytical expressions232

while the other statistics were computed using conditional simulations.233

To compute global statistics we consider the discretization of the study area by234

a grid x0 with individual locations xi ∈ x0, i = 1, . . . ,m and m = 1070. The235

conditional distribution [Y (x0)|Y ] is obtained from the kriging predictor which236

are given as weighted averages of the observed values Y transformed to the the237

gaussian scale and need to be back transformed to the original scale. Consider238

E[Z(xi)] and σ2
z(xi) the kriging predictor and its variance on a location xi, the239

back transformation is given by E[Y (xi)] = exp(E[Z(xi)] + 0.5σ2
z(xi)) if λ = 0240

and E[Y (xi)] = (1 + 0.5E[Z(xi)])2 + 0.25σ2
z(xi) if λ = 0.5. The global mean is241
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estimated as the average of the predicted values µ̂ = m−1
∑m

i=0 Ê[Y (xi)]. The242

variance of µ̂ is given by σ̂2
µ = m−2Σ0 where Σ0 is the covariance matrix of243

[Y (x0)|Y ], once that kriging predictor at locations xi are dependent random244

variables and being the variance of a sum of dependent random variables given245

by the sum of all terms of the covariance matrix. This parameter also need to246

be back transformed to the original scale by Σy = Y 2(x) exp(Σ0) − 1) when247

λ = 0 or Σy = Σ0(8−1Σ0 + (1 + 0.5E[Z(x)])2) when λ = 0.5. Further, consider248

ts(xi) a realized value of the conditional simulation s = 1, . . . , S from [T |Y ] at249

the location xi. The 95th percentile was estimated by p̂ = S−1
∑

s p̂s where250

p̂s = p95(ts(xi)), the average of the empirical distribution p̂ obtained from the251

conditional simulations, and the varianceσ2
p of the empirical distribution of p̂252

estimated by σ̂2
p = (S − 1)−1

∑
s(p̂s − p̂)2.253

The local measures ε and ξ were computed using cross-validation statistics254

(Hastie et al., 2001) combined with conditional simulations. Briefly, we cre-255

ate a new data set by leaving one observation out at a location xj , and sim-256

ulating 1000 values from the [Y (xj)|Y ]. This procedure was repeated for all257

data locations with the empirical distributions being compared with the ob-258

served value to compute the cross-validation statistics. Consider y(xi) an ob-259

servation of the process Y on location xi, i = 1, . . . , n where xi ∈ ∆ =260

{ACTUAL, S19, R36, S36}. Sample size n will be 19 or 36 depending on the261

design being {ACTUAL, S19} or {R36, S36}, respectively. Consider y(x(i)) the262

observed data set without the observation y(xi) and ts(xi) a conditional simula-263

tion s = 1, . . . , S of [T |Y = y(x(i))] on location xi. The prediction confidence in-264

terval is given by CI(xi) = [p2.5(ts(xi)), p97.5(ts(xi))] and the percentage of the265

number of observations lying inside the intervals ξ = n−1
∑

i(y(xi) ∈ CI(xi))266

is the coverage of the prediction confidence interval. The cross validation in-267

dex we use is given by ε = n−1
∑

i(S
−1

∑
s(ts(xi)− y(xi))

2), the average of the268

mean quadratic error on each location estimated using the full set of conditional269

simulations.270

The statistics presented above entangle effects of parameter estimation and pre-271
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diction of the unknown abundance at a location. We aim to isolate these effects272

by computing in two different ways the estimates of error measures σ2
µ, σ

2
p and273

ε: (i) using parameters estimates obtained from a pooled dataset combining all274

observations of the four designs, hereafter named“polled estimates”; and (ii) us-275

ing parameters estimates from observations of each sampling design, hereafter276

named “design specific estimates”. To evaluate the magnitude of parameter277

estimation effect we compute the ratios between both estimates of the error278

measures.279

4 Results280

In order to compare the designs we considered two groups according to their281

size: the 19-spots designs {ACTUAL, S19} and 36-spots designs {R36, S36}282

and restrict ourselves in comparing designs with equal number of points. The283

size of the designs would obviously have a strong effect on the precision of the284

predictions, specially considering these are small datasets.285

Figure 3 shows the abundance of horse mackerel and hake observed during the286

survey for each sampling design. The circles are proportional to the logarithm287

of the yield (kg/hour) and the symbol “+” indicates observations equal to zero.288

The spatial distribution of horse mackerel was concentrated on the southeast of289

the study area showing higher variability than hake, with greater proportion of290

high values (> 4 log kg) and zeros. Hake was more evenly spread over the area,291

although also more concentrated towards the southern zones.292

Table 1 shows sampling statistics for both species. The index of abundance293

obtained by the sampling mean was more homogeneous for hake than for horse294

mackerel across the four sampling designs. Horse mackerel presented larger vari-295

ances than hake for the sampling mean, with wider confidence intervals, which296

in some cases presented a negative lower bound. For the 19-spots designs, the297

smaller variances of the abundance estimates were found for the S19 design for298

hake, and ACTUAL for horse mackerel. For the 36-spots designs, S36 presented299
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lower variance in the case of horse mackerel, and both presented equal variances300

for hake. The small variance for horse mackerel with the ACTUAL design, is301

explained by the fact that one observation of 128kg/hour was not present in this302

design, but was present on the other designs.303

The profile log-likelihood for the Box-Cox parameter λ obtained from the pooled304

data set is shown in Figure 4. Both species presented different behaviors with305

95% confidence interval of ≈ [0.12, 0.55] and ≈ [−0.25, 0.05] for the abundance306

of hake and horse mackerel, respectively. For which specie we have chosen esti-307

mates of λ with natural interpretation within these confidence intervals resulting308

in λ̂ = 0 for horse mackerel, the logarithmic transformation, and λ̂ = 0.5 for309

hake, a square root transformation. For the anisotropy ratio parameter ψR the310

profile log-likelihood showed no evidence of anisotropy as the value one is within311

the 95% confidence interval (Figure 4). Nevertheless, we carried out analysis us-312

ing different values of the anisotropy ratio to check the sensibility of the results313

to this parameter, which proved negligible. From this moment on the analysis314

assumed an isotropic spatial process.315

Table 2 presents both, pooled and design specific maximum likelihood estimates316

for the model parameters, keeping fixed the parameter values ψA = 0, ψR = 1317

and λ = 0 or λ = 0.5 for hake and horse mackerel, respectively. The total318

variance σ2
T was similar within species, with the random design ACTUAL es-319

timating a maximum for hake (4.04); and the pooled estimates producing a320

maximum for horse mackerel (6.99). Estimates of τ2 were quite small with a321

maximum relative value of 36% of the total variance in the case of hake with322

the S19 design. In some cases τ2 estimates were zero, reflecting the difficulty in323

identifying this parameter with relatively small data sets. The variance of the324

correlated process σ2 showed the same pattern as σ2
T with maximums of 4.00325

for hake with ACTUAL and 5.76 for horse mackerel with pooled estimates. The326

range parameter φ showed higher values for the pooled estimates, with practical327

ranges (3φ) above 90km for hake and 190km for horse mackerel. For hake the328

design specific estimates of φ presented a maximum value of 17.52km for S19329
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and a minimum of 10.21km for S36; while for horse mackerel the estimates of φ330

presented a maximum of 33.77km for S36 and a minimum of 8.45 for S19.331

The relation σ2

φ was smaller for the pooled estimates, below 0.1; for hake, AC-332

TUAL and S36 presented values of 0.25; and for horse mackerel, S19 showed333

an estimate of 0.5. The combined analysis of τ2
REL and σ2

φ give information334

about the variability of the spatial process. Higher τ2
REL are characteristic of335

processes with an higher random variability, and higher σ2

φ represent less spatial336

structure in relation with the variability of the dependent process. Both char-337

acteristics contribute to less structured spatial processes and higher variability338

of the observations.339

4.1 Hake340

Table 3 shows results of the geostatistical analysis applied to hake. The esti-341

mates of µ and p95 were similar for all designs and both, pooled and design342

specific estimates. For µ the minimum estimate was 3.98kg/hour (ACTUAL)343

and the maximum 4.29kg/hour (S19), whereas p95 presented a minimum of344

10.66kg/hour (S36) and a maximum of 11.18kg/hour (ACTUAL). Within the345

19-spots designs ACTUAL presented the lowest variance in both pooled and346

specific design estimates, and within the 36-spots designs R36 presented the347

lowest estimates for both estimation procedures. The variances of the 95th per-348

centile show a lower value of ACTUAL and R36 for the pooled estimates and349

the opposite for the design specific estimates, where S19 and S36 performed350

better. The coverage of the prediction confidence intervals ξ for the abundance351

were above the nominal level of 0.95 for the 19-spots designs and 0.94 for the352

36-spots designs. The generalized cross validation index ε showed contradictory353

results for the 19-spots designs, with a lower value for S19 with pooled estimates354

and the opposite in the case of design specific estimates. Among the 36-spots355

designs, R36 produced the lowest values of ε in both situations.356

The variance ratios were close to one for all designs and statistics with the357
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exception of the ACTUAL design, that presented a ratio of 0.87 for the variance358

of the global mean and 1.23 for the variance of the 95th percentile. These results359

reflect a low influence of the inference process on the abundance estimation.360

4.2 Horse mackerel361

Table 4 shows results of the geostatistical analysis for horse mackerel. The362

estimates of µ showed a minimum of 4.78kg/hour (ACTUAL) and a maximum363

of 8.35kg/hour (S36). The variance σ2
µ showed lower values for ACTUAL with364

both pooled and design specific estimates, 11.43 versus 40.60 and 8.32 versus365

18.73, respectively. In the case of 36-spots designs R36 performed better for both366

pooled and designs specific estimates. The 95th percentile showed a minimum of367

19.95kg/hour (ACTUAL) and a maximum of 32.39kg/hour (S36). Note that in368

some situations the 95th percentile is lower than the mean, which is mainly due369

to the lack of robustness of the mean to large observations, that can be generated370

by a lognormal distribution. The variance estimates of this parameter were lower371

for ACTUAL and R36 with both pooled and design specific estimates. Coverage372

of the prediction confidence interval ξ were above the nominal level of 0.95 for373

R19 but all the other designs showed coverages below the nominal level. S19374

had coverages of 0.84 for pooled estimates and 0.89 for design specific estimates;375

R36 presented coverages of 0.92 for pooled estimates and 0.94 for design specific376

estimates; and S36 had coverages of 0.89 for pooled estimates and 0.92 for design377

specific estimates. The main problem of the low confidence interval coverage is378

that it may reflect a tendency to under estimate the variance and jeopardizes379

the comparison with other results. The generalized cross validation index ε was380

lower for ACTUAL and S36 for both pooled and design specific estimates.381

Analyzing the variance ratios it is obvious that the inference procedure is more382

important for horse mackerel, with values around 0.7 for ACTUAL, R36 and S36.383

The systematic design S19 showed an awkward value of 6.70 for the ratio of ε,384

which can be explained by the combined influence of the 128kg/hour observation385
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and the low number of locations on the variance estimates.386

5 Discussion387

Assessing sampling designs for BTS raises interesting questions about the meth-388

ods to analyze data and derive statistics of interest, which are particularly389

relevant considering the multipurpose nature of the surveys. There are sev-390

eral information to be collected for a particular population, such as population391

structure in length or age, sex, maturity, stomach contents or several individual392

weights. All these can be aimed considering or not the spatial distribution of393

the target variables, including the relation between them. From an ecological394

perspective, BTS aims to collect information on several species and how they395

relate to each other, like trophic relations or species assemblages. This com-396

plexity makes it very difficult to set a suitable criteria and a loss function to be397

minimized with relation to the designs. Here we follow a pragmatic approach398

using different species and statistics. We choose for analysis the variable yield399

in kg/hour and two species with distinct statistical and spatial distributions,400

hake and horse mackerel, being the former a ubiquitous species and the latter401

a more scholastic species. The analysis was then carried out using linear and402

non-linear, global and local statistics. Thus our approach enabled us to capture403

as much as possible the large complexity of bottom trawl surveys.404

An additional source of variability for BTS are the operational conditions under405

which the surveys are carried out. It is common to adjust the sampling design,406

changing haul coordinates to account for fishing activities in the area, or remov-407

ing locations under bad sea conditions. These constraints must be taken into408

account and that was one of the motivations to proceed with field tests for the409

proposed designs. Figure 2 indicates the planned and executed initial positions410

of the hauls and the haul’s tray of our survey showing some target coordinates411

were relocated.412

Another important feature of BTS is its destructive sampling procedure due to413
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the trawling operations. The replication of the observation is not possible and414

analysis rely on a single sample. This was the main justification for sharing415

observations between designs. The alternative of performing the haul several416

times on the same location, or on a neighborhood, would introduce a confound-417

ing effect as the probability of finding an individual on the following observations418

would be affected by the previous measurement. However, the sampling areas419

are the same used by commercial fishing and there is no control over the time420

interval between the observation and the last trawling operation, introducing421

an undesirable source of variability.422

Comparing the results of the sampling designs described above with different423

sizes and spatial configurations raises problems of confounded effects. Jardim424

and Ribeiro Jr. (2006, submitted) proposed to use simulated random designs425

and the variance ratios of the target variable between the study designs and426

the simulated random designs, to identify in which design there would be a427

greater decrease in variance compared with the random designs. Our analysis428

here avoids the comparisons between designs with different sizes.429

The estimates of the model parameters were consistent with our knowledge430

of these species. Hake presented lower variance and spatial correlation range431

than horse mackerel. In the case of the horse mackerel the pooled estimate432

of φ̂ ≈ 64km, corresponds to a practical range of approximately 190km, that433

surpassed the maximum distance within the area of about 150km. This may434

reflect a non-stationary stochastic process but, on the context of our work, it435

was not relevant and it was not further explored.436

The performance statistics were selected to reflect relevant characteristics and437

different aspects of the spatial prediction. The global mean is the most used438

index of abundance, often estimated by the sample average. We favor the geosta-439

tistical estimator as presented here and its variance as a measure of uncertainty,440

since it takes into account the spatial dependency within the area and accounts441

for insights about the spatial process, through the adoption of an explicitly442

model specification motivated by the knowledge of the area. The percentile443
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estimated by conditional simulations was used as a non linear measure of abun-444

dance, more robust to odd observations than the global mean, an important445

feature for species like horse mackerel. The coverage of the prediction confi-446

dence intervals was used as a diagnostic tool. A small coverage may reflect447

an underestimation of the variance, in which situation the conclusions should448

take it into account, or the innadequacy of the model to explain the available449

data, flagging odd situations. The cross validation index, combined with condi-450

tional simulations, incorporates the prediction precision to the index, which is451

not taken into account by the traditional cross validation index. For example,452

for two locations sharing the same predicted value by different designs but with453

different prediction variances, our approach would distinguish both situations,454

whereas the the traditional cross validation index would not.455

Overall, the results obtained for the 19-spots designs were better for the design456

ACTUAL. S19 performed better only for the case of hake with σ2
p estimated457

from design specific estimates and ε with pooled estimates. One of the reasons458

for such results are the parameter estimates which implies in lower variability of459

the process for ACTUAL. The estimates from ACTUAL and S19 for hake were,460

respectivelly, τ̂2
REL equals 0.01 and 0.36, and σ2φ−1 equals 0.25 and 0.12. For461

horse mackerel τ̂2
REL equals to 0 for both designs, andσ̂φ̂−1were 0.37 in the case462

of ACTUAL and 0.50 in the case of S19. The systematic design should balance463

the better model estimates with better prediction characteristics. However,464

ACTUAL stratification was built to cover as much as possible all the study area,465

approaching a regular design; and the adjustments made to S19 to provide clear466

tow positions, changed the regularity of the systematic design. This softening467

of the strategic principles of both designs together with the odd horse mackerel468

observation found in S19, blur the conclusion that ACTUAL is the best choice.469

Insofar, concerning the 36-spot designs, our results showed that R36 performed470

better in all cases except in the case of hake’s σ2
p estimates obtained with pooled471

estimates. An interesting result is obtained for ε estimates for horse mackerel,472

for which S36 showed lower values but the coverage of the prediction confidence473
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interval, ξ, was below the nominal level of 0.95 and lower than the R36 coverage.474

In this situation results should be taken with care, once that the comparison is475

compromised by the underestimation of the variance. The locations in R36 are a476

mix between the random and systematic designs ACTUAL and S19, and resulted477

in a design that covers all the study area, improving prediction, and includes478

some positions at close distances, allowing for better estimation of the model479

parameters. A clear parallel can be established with the lattice plus closed pairs480

designs of Diggle and Lophaven (2006), the EK-optimal designs of Zimmerman481

(2006) or the DEA designs of Zhu and Stein (2006). All of these cover the482

study area and include a set of positions at small distance, albeit following483

different constructions, these designs performed better than their random or484

systematic competitors. Common to all these studies and our work, is the fact485

that the analysis were carried out in situations where the model parameters486

were considered unknown and needed to be estimated from the data, which487

made it clear that both parameter estimation and prediction are important for488

the precision of the prediction target.489

The main conclusions with regards to the designs is that the design that perform490

consistently better should mix a random component with a systematic basis, like491

R36. In the case of small designs the best approach is to use a random design492

that covers all the area, somehow mixing both characteristics. The methods493

proposed covered a large area of the BTS statistical characteristics and could494

easily be extended for other variables if necessary, defining a consistent set of495

tools to analyse BTS data.496
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Table 1: Sampling statistics for the abundance of hake and horse mackerel
for each design: mean (x̄), variance (s2x̄) and the 95% confidence interval
([IClow, ICup]).

Hake Horse Mackerel
ACTUAL S19 R36 S36 ACTUAL S19 R36 S36

x̄ 4.22 4.13 4.12 4.33 3.96 9.11 6.77 7.12
s2x̄ 0.87 0.59 0.35 0.35 3.51 44.73 13.25 12.66

IClow 2.26 2.52 2.92 3.13 0.02 −4.94 −0.62 −0.11
ICup 6.18 5.75 5.32 5.53 7.90 23.16 14.17 14.34
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Table 2: Pooled and design specific parameter estimates for hake and horse
mackerel. The Box-Cox transformation parameter λ and the anisotropy param-
eters {ψA, ψR} were estimated in a previous analysis and kept fixed. β is the
mean of the spatial process, τ2 the short distance variance or nugget effect, σ2 is
the variance of the spatial process, σ2

T is the total variance, φ is the correlation
range parameter, τ2

REL is the relative nugget and σ2φ−1 is the relative sill to
range.

Hake
Pooled ACTUAL S19 R36 S36

β 1.17 1.23 1.71 1.39 1.59
τ2 1.22 0.04 1.16 0.75 0.61
σ2 2.41 4.00 2.03 3.00 2.59
σ2

T 3.62 4.04 3.19 3.75 3.20
φ 30.02 16.13 17.52 16.64 10.21

τ2
REL 0.34 0.01 0.36 0.20 0.19

σ2φ−1 0.08 0.25 0.12 0.18 0.25
ψA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ψR 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
λ 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50

Horse Mackerel
Pooled ACTUAL S19 R36 S36

β -0.55 -0.36 -0.39 -0.44 -0.26
τ2 1.23 0.00 0.00 0.65 1.30
σ2 5.76 3.73 4.24 3.56 3.98
σ2

T 6.99 3.73 4.24 4.21 5.28
φ 64.36 10.09 8.45 13.76 33.77

τ2
REL 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.25

σ2φ−1 0.09 0.37 0.50 0.26 0.12
ψA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ψR 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
λ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 3: Hake local and global statistics obtained with pooled and design spe-
cific estimates and rations between some of them: µ̄ and σ2

µ̄ are the mean and
variance of the global abundance; p̂95 and σ̂2

p are the mean and variance of the
95th percentile of the global abundance; ε is the generalized cross validation
index and ξ is the coverage of the prediction confidence interval with nominal
level of 95%.

19 spots designs
pooled design specific ratio

ACTUAL S19 ACTUAL S19 ACTUAL S19
µ̂ 4.05 4.29 3.98 4.26
σ̂2

µ 0.34 0.38 0.30 0.41 0.87 1.07
p̂95 10.86 10.94 11.18 10.85
σ̂2

p 1.84 2.13 2.26 1.95 1.23 0.92
ξ 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
ε 19.49 19.01 19.04 20.08 0.98 1.06

36 spots designs
pooled design specific ratio

R36 S36 R36 S36 R36 S36
µ̂ 4.07 4.25 4.07 4.20
σ̂2

µ 0.22 0.29 0.23 0.31 1.07 1.06
p̂95 10.71 10.66 11.01 10.78
σ̂2

p 1.32 1.53 1.55 1.43 1.17 0.93
ξ 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94
ε 16.24 18.44 16.32 18.82 1.00 1.02
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Table 4: Horse mackerel local and global statistics obtained with pooled and
design specific estimates and rations between some of them: µ̄ and σ2

µ̄ are the
mean and variance of the global abundance; p̂95 and σ̂2

p are the mean and
variance of the 95th percentile of the global abundance; ε is the generalized
cross validation index and ξ is the coverage of the prediction confidence interval
with nominal level of 95%.

19 spots designs
pooled design specific ratio

ACTUAL S19 ACTUAL S19 ACTUAL S19
µ̂ 5.25 6.42 4.78 6.47
σ̂2

µ 11.43 40.60 8.32 18.73 0.73 0.46
p̂95 20.56 25.38 19.95 23.45
σ̂2

p 136.76 417.84 91.29 143.48 0.67 0.34
ξ 0.95 0.84 0.95 0.89
ε 609.35 1618.47 379.43 10825.54 0.62 6.70

36 spots designs
pooled design specific ratio

R36 S36 R36 S36 R36 S36
µ̂ 5.72 8.35 5.45 8.24
σ̂2

µ 11.36 54.99 8.14 42.58 0.72 0.77
p̂95 22.32 32.39 20.92 31.51
σ̂2

p 118.00 486.09 87.97 404.00 0.75 0.83
ε 0.92 0.89 0.94 0.92
ξ 1285.95 944.85 1859.01 1026.03 1.45 1.09
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Figure 1: Portuguese cost with solid line showing the Portuguese mainland
coastline and dashed line the 500m batimetry. Gray shaded area indicates the
study area.

Figure 2: Sampling designs locations with planned and executed hauls ( =
initial position planned; ◦ = initial position executed; − = haul tray).

Figure 3: Sampling designs locations with abundance observations of horse
mackerel and hake represented by circles proportional to the log scale of the
weights (kg/hour) sampled.

Figure 4: Profile log likelihoods for the Box-Cox transformation parameters λ
with horizontal lines indicating the approximated 95% confidence intervals and
the anisotropic ratio ψR for both species. In the case of ψR the 95% confidence
interval could not be estimated due to the flatness of the likelihood.
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